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1 Oblong Rhythm

Thought surfing embrace. A moving notion caged. Or squirted from
within, without you hunting. An idea given: a butterfly’s knuckle
landing.

Thanks.
Belly full elastic laughter. Color wheels giggly squealing. A

breathtaking expanse of pavement, a granular slate gray manifold
grid scars our nation. Across this curved surface, Atlantic to Pacific
crossing, a van covered in children’s drawings flapping like elephant
wings, tripped the road across the country. A combustion engine
air ocean riding West. We went to California.

The clouds complemented the pavement’s gray. The nimbus-
hinted sky’s 1s were the road’s 0s. Reflected about the middle of
grey’s spectrum.

Intestine coiled like San Francisco’s Lombard street, brain fold
opener, the feelings evoked from leaving home. Memory-making
broken time-machine, only goes forward at the regular speeds: slow
in travel, long in years, quick in seconds, then it’s gone.
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As a gaggle of Salmon writhe northward in Alaska’s aqueous
nexus we gargle onward: Interstate 80. Her divisibility by two in-
dicates her equatorial parallelism. Her diminutive relation to 100
belies the wide width of her shoulders – the tremendous extent of
her expanse.

And we go. Wart-like retail spaces bubble off of the highway’s
exits. Beef jerky selections inversely measure proximity to cities.
Rainbows in refrigerators: corn convinced by fire and pressure to
become sweet cheap syrup: a viscous insidiousness. Add colored
and numbered liquid and water: a plethora of beverages.

I go to meditate on a love expired. Affection’s gentle imperma-
nence exhausted and gone: it will be forgotten. New traumas will
come to shake this bundle of nerves, age this flesh suit, and actu-
ate my winding grave motion. Yet in the strange stillness of travel:
remember her.

Martin goes to escape government job placement and cash as-
sistance program’s summer internships. Julia Color Wheels comes
to color in a van given to children. These kids, the world’s cutest
mercenaries, map with ice cream creativity a crayon city that hopes
to stretch across this continent.

Julia and Martin are speaking when halfway through the con-
versation she realized he was tripping. His sentences strung mean-
ingless pearls, nacreous evanescent gems that glowed in her mind’s
eye, then faded. He continued: “To say everything with something:
electricity. To tongue her saltiest part: love. What is a tree?”

Most of his ideas evoked the humonculus:

They were strange creatures not fit for this world. Too sensitive
to life’s vicissitudes. All nerves and no motor: feeble, stuttering.
If brilliant not conducive to usage, if stupid drowned quick in the
rational world’s order water; useless like us. Slugs in the sun, vul-
nerable gooey flesh exposed to harsh light. In four words: All senses
so nonsense.
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Across the train car someone barked into a cellphone: “Bitch,
you must be trippin’ Don talk t my man like dat, Bak d FuK up.”
Halfway across the nation in Elk City, Oklahoma, a girl named Elsa
barfed into cellophane. 3

4
the way West, in the Sonora desert the

moon became invisible, eclipsed by the flat sandy cactus pricked
earth: hidden by our planet’s dizzy-less spinning.

3 days prior to departure in inchoate studio window skies glowed
orange and pink. The profound loneliness of Guangdong prefecture
imagined.

Generations in Chinese villages blossoming like time lapse tulips.
A pulsing glow of life’s oscillating continuance and inexorable ex-
pansion: x + (3sin(x)).

But also growing old, rotting, dying again and again. On psy-
choactive mushrooms in an Amsterdam youth hostel, I imagined this
same procession: mountainous and verdant Chinese landscape, cra-
dle of an aqua blue life goo that grew. Liquid mirror canals carried
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the water’s surface through my pupils. A delicate electromagnetic
caress on my retinas. Looking at the light’s reflection through glass
and water the light moved my eye, and I too was moved. On the cafe-
teria wall rests a poster: a static ocean scene. My brain videoized
the image, I saw the wave breaking; mental Caribbean swim.

That was before the night came and it was time to get to work.
Twice high blurry vision, and still unclear. Feeling the future crash-
ing forward. Laughter outside: hyenas at the gate. A quiet moment
of consideration: what is she doing now? Our lives parallelized by
departure. We who were serial: happening in sequence. When we
were together: then we did this, then we did that. Now I do this,
while you do that.

An email announces the deportation. A stolen bike and police
were gathering data. Milton gave his name. Now he must leave his
place. But the deportation would never guess: in Milton’s cell he
tracked three Samsara cycles back. I – Ching coin flipping.

The frog he passed when he was a raccoon, two lives too soon.
The frog’s throat chamber resonating with the gift of existence.
Called into the deaf and humanless night. Reached earless leaves
in the canopy. And Milton’s soul, a raccoon wandering, stopped
and listened. Jen-frog ribbit-ing and love a hundred years later.
The slowest gears have the most torque. And that amphibian voice
heralds the union we celebrate in Toronto spring, before Bermuda
brings Milton, reciept-less and suffering – now legally fused to Jen
– home again. Home, he said, home is wherever I am with you.

In the hostel bathroom: pimple-popping. Pus born out of my
face- its quick tissue life- and crescent descent. Amongst the white
and off-white, and gnarled toilet paper in the plastic bin, now sits
my confused soldiers, my immune system attacked dust in my pores
and I reacted- nails pinched- I extruded goo.

Across the casino border: water falling, we went. At the booth
exchanged pamphlets: paper-proof of the accident of birth.

“Citizenship?”
“...”
“What brings you to Canada?”
“ ...”
“Who is traveling in the car with you today?”
“Our raccoon friend is getting married to the third reincarnation

of his frog bride.”
“Where does he live?”
“Toronto.”
“How do you know him?”
“Deeply.”
“Our fortunes read on a kneeling chair,” Martin says.
“Step out of the car, son.”
Concrete barricades greet us: Welcome from the North Country.

We swap miles for kilometers. We stitch across America’s Arctic-
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facing scar of difference. Aching for our nation to disrobe from the
lingerie of her borders. Crossing this imaginary line as misguided
sperm: we will try to fertilize this blanket of pavement. Or perhaps
just lost penguins, diverted from our waddling tribe by the ceaseless
sleet, wobbling slowly into an icy oblivion.

Spent life sleeping anyway. Or jerking off. Strange species built a
global network of coaxial and fiber optic cables, satellites, frequen-
cies and amplitudes modulating, billions of pulses every second –
to send pictures of our genitals. And even aliens can see us: ra-
dio waves swimming at light speed through stardust to their green,
oblong, slimy transducers.

If I do nothing in my life, in our hairy connect I felt our union. In
bays and ferries and on boats, scooters, planes, trains, pogo-sticks,
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bicycles, skateboards, escalators, conveyer belts, and elevators – I
moved and was moved too.

The interlude called life. Walked around with you. Wondered
what you were wondering. Sometimes dresses, how her shoes looked
with those pants, now you’re not the type of girl to say someone
can’t wear that, but you might suggest a more flattering alternative.
Work with what you have, people.

And often you surprise me. Saying what you said about vam-
pires, about the uncanny valley, the smooth spectrum of human –
its analog spread towards mutants and monsters.

Then, petals you close: suddenly, mysteriously. Morning glory
gone; you want to go home without saying goodbye. In these
moments my already large nose seems to inflate, interfering with
stereoscopic vision, rendering the world flat and difficult to navi-
gate. Walls unmoored hover perilously close, my affect awkward,
my steps slow.

Or ingesting amphetamines before dusk. Sitting, heart pounding,
in a mosquito cloud on my roof. God winking pink, and me looking
back, rapt. Orange striations modulating in pale sky fire. Through
my fire escape I escaped; listening to the eerie quiet of morning;
listing things to do today.

Crossing under the Detroit river, the grid of beige, oblong tunnel
tiles became a net: a mesh of grout, of negative space, its between-
ness asserted, the van ensnared. Caught in the consensual halluci-
nation of borders Martin’s eyes widened, mouth tightened. His left
pinky finger elevated and vibrated.

Inhale. Straighten spine up and drugs. Loogey hock and attack,
like Basquiat. Push color on and over, make stale canvas glow and
go and go and go. Exhale.

Breathing: Breathe in. Breathe out. Breeze hours: the Summer
wind waning. An open window for the wind to blow through.

The New Choy Hing restaurant located at 1201 Bushwick Avenue
offers chicken wings and egg rolls. Mei Li sits and sweats this Au-
gust. No air-conditioning, but yes, bullet-proof glass – a spit-shield
and scratchitti-sheet– keeps her safe. Orders are barked:

“Cut dat chikn rite, yo. Ya’ll mess it up las time.”
“Six piece chicken. ”
“And fries yo, giff me da fries i got b4– giyum t me rite?”
“aa...”
“... Hot as a mutha fucka in dis bitch, dayam.”
Mei Li wipes her brow. In a translucent plastic container with

a burnt red top sits Mei Li’s tea: Echinacea; the muted yellow
and orange flowers clump like young galaxies on her beverage’s sur-
face. Oolong – a red dust softly coagulated. Her pink wide-necked
shirt sports a peeling, front-facing super-saturated yellow hello kitty
graphic. One cartoon paw raised in greeting, in gratitude for this
inexplicable bounty, in deference to the wily coyote, to the road-
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runner and to the dodo bird, to every animal whose evolution was
interrupted by human perceived cuteness. Their aspects rasterized,
encoded, transmitted in discrete packets, reassembled, and decoded,
splayed across screens the world over. Their flattened, exaggerated
features blink at children, and children blink back.

Mei Li is not thinking about her tee shirt. She is thinking about
an alleyway in Nanjing, where her mother purchased watermelon.

In a flash she remembers: her mother dragging her by the hand,
past fish mongers, mushroom stalls, a frog seller with rusty scissors
dissecting a still-twitching frog. Then to the luscious green Xi Gua:
the Western melon. Columbus’ treachery justified in this jubilant
juice. They are stacked in a haphazard pyramid.

Her mother’s already sharp eyes sharpen and her small nostrils
swell. Mei Li does not need to be told to be silent, she knows the
gravity of this moment: it is time to choose fruit. First touching,
probing the pyramid, scanning for high contrast deep-green stria-
tions; smelling their nibs. Groping and fondling these oblong fruits,
she holds them up to her face, for a moment she seems to listen,
to ask the fruit its flavor in words and hear a response. Surely the
watermelons are blushing.

She selects a small even green oblate spheroid, superficially un-
exceptional; indistinguishable from its peers. But, as always, her
taste is discerning: the fruit is luscious and rich. Sinfully delicious
Mei Li thinks, though she doesn’t know the words for it. Mother
and daughter share a dripping, maroon, seed-speckled slice.

Tastes great, but well the only thing is: would like to make the
story come round. About the girl and the trip. About coming home
and ordering food in Bushwick. Stuff happened and there were
people there. What more can I say?

And also one drive home: arcing over the dribble castle spires of
Queensboro’s suspension crown she said a word I had never heard.
The ‘onliest’ thing, she said and my New Yorker’s mind glistened and
bristled at Trinidad’s folk poetry. No reason not to sing. Songy – like
take ‘only’ and accentuate, polish and rarify; make superlative. The
‘onliest’ look, the ‘onliest’ attitude. Stupidly, I ask for a definition.
Just like that, she says, pursing her lips and shaking her head.

And in this life slice: checking in, cellphone un-illumined. No
texts, no missed calls, no emails. Graduating then graduated – get-
ting more gradual – settling in the sense of sediment and inevitable
defeat. Neuronal atrophy or fecalomas of lizardly thought. This
frontal lobe Darwin hoisted onto a reptile’s oblongata. Lasts a life-
time, almost. Not yet present when, breast squished to lips, infants
bask in milky unconsciousness. Then, terribly and too soon, disin-
tegrates in Alzheimer abyss: unknow yourself.

Thinking on the bygone miracle of being here. This unlikely
orgy of speed and steel. Amidst the grey indifference of tunafish
is juxtaposed our sacred moment. The places we go everyday are
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holy ground. They burn with the fire that lit the stars; available
everywhere, even and especially in this one wild and precious dollop
of existence, inexplicably extracted from all that could have been.

For example, an inflection point in my graduate studies. Going
to get lunch, like always. Walked upstairs to the cafeteria. In the
stairwell the thick grey smell of paint, then the massive sky light,
gift of the city, which ripped the roof, once Altman’s Department
store’s skull, open, exposing the Empire State Building’s silhouette.
Those corners, sprinting towards a vanishing point somewhere in the
stratosphere. And me, hearing the querulous silverware din in the
dining room. Without thinking I felt the sonic vibrations resonat-
ing up to that vaulted sky eye roof, and further, past that massive
Dutch step function at 34th and 5th, past clouds and atmosphere,
attenuating, becoming undetectable to the most sensitive of instru-
ments, but nevertheless vibrating and climbing, past ozone and on;
out of this world. Exponentially decaying, yes, but e−x never gets
to zero; always dying and never dead.
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